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Overview 
★ functional interfaces

○ filter & predicates

○ map & transforms

○ reduce & reducers

    hot date      & check-in on course.care

★ type inference & function literals

★ examples!

Slides accessible at: 
http://bit.ly/comp110rs6

new

http://bit.ly/comp110rs6


If you have questions...
Feel free to interrupt any of us or call one 
of us over if we are doing a practice 
problem!

If you’re shy, submit a question at: 
Pollev.com/sanbae278 



Parts of a Function
What could we use to define a function’s “type?”

name parameters return type

function body



Interfaces
...specify a function’s parameters and return type, aka the 
function’s “type”



Functional Interfaces
We can give a function’s type a name by using an interface.



Higher order (DoMath)
Takes in a function as a parameter!



Your Turn! 
Write two function that satisfy this interface:

Then, write a higher-order function that takes in a function 
of type “StringChecker”



Example Answer (Can do this many, many ways!)



Predicate
Functional interface which defines a function that takes in 
a generic element and returns a boolean



Filter-- concept
Given an input list and Predicate function f, returns 
another list that conforms to some criteria specified by f

Ex. Take in a number 
list and return a 
list of only numbers 
greater than 5

2, 5, 6, 7, 3, 9

6, 7, 9



Filter--Function



Transform
Functional interface which defines a function 
that takes in an element and returns an element 
of another type

***T and U can be the same type



Map-- Concept
Given an input list & transform function f, returns a new 
list where f has been applied to every element of the input 
list

Ex. Take in a 
string list and 
return a list 
of each 
string’s length
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Map--Function



Reducer
Functional interface which defines a function that takes in 
2 elements (memo, item) and reduces a list to one value

*** memo and return value must be of same type U



Reduce--Concept
Given an input list and Reducer function f, returns a single 
value after processing the entire list with f

Ex. 

Take in a number list => return sum of all numbers

Take in a string list => return true if every s.length < 5



Reducer-- Function



Putting it together: Filter, Map, Reduce
Fundamental pattern / pipeline for data processing



Filter, Map, Reduce



Filter, Map, Reduce

array.filter(isWin).map(gameToPoints).reduce(sum, 0); ← if it were an array



Filter, Map, Reduce… with Arrays!
array.filter(<predicate(T, boolean)>)

returns array of type T

array.map(<transform(T, U)>)

returns array of type U

array.reduce(<reducer(T, U)>, <initial memo>)

returns a single value of type U



 

Go to Course.Care and check in using: 
8C38A

...then talk to your neighbor about the 
importance of using sunscreen



Function Literals
This is the function we know and love: 

Function names are like a variable (red)

The function body is like the “value” being assigned (pink)



Literally using functions!
Before:

Why not this?



A step further: type inferencing
Lots of fluff:

There are all the same lol



Another example:



Environment Diagrams



Environment Diagrams



Environment Diagrams



Environment Diagrams



Q&A


